Formal AmRRON Net Control Station Script

1. Redoubter X-Ray, this is _____________________________, calling all Redoubters. Once again,
this is _______________________attempting to establish an informal communications net on
__________________________________ (CB/FRS/MURS Channel 3). Does anyone have a
copy?
<wait 10 – 15 seconds for response. If no response, then repeat 3 x’s>
2. Acknowledge reporting stations and greetings.
3. Request for any SITREPS, announcement, or bulletins that those checking in may have and wish
to pass along.
< remember that if any SITREPS or scenario-based information is passed, to make it known to all
who may be listening, that this is a disaster preparedness exercise. You can use the script
bracketed below, or you can simply state, “This is a disaster preparedness training exercise”,
before and after your SITREP or Scenario-based announcement.
4. End the Net after all messages and SITREPS are exchanged, or after the time window closes, as
per the AmRRON Communications Plan.
5. “This concludes the informal ___________________ net. The next scheduled net will be at
____________________________. (Should be every six hours during T-Rex and may also be on
a schedule agreed upon by those participating in the net. But it should be announced.)
The following script should be used when passing Scenario-based SITREPS and other communications,
when appropriate. It should also be done at the end of the net or the end of communications with
another Redoubter.

The particular net tonight/today is a Training Exercise, called T-REX 2012. It is an emergency
preparedness exercise taking place from Friday, August 10th through Sunday, August 12th.
Situation Reports that may seem alarming are only part of the exercise. If you have real-world
emergency radio traffic, feel free to break in at any time, by declaring that you have a “RealWorld Emergency.”

At the very least:
“This is a training exercise” OR… “This is a disaster preparedness exercise” Should be announced at the
beginning and end of contacts where

